
From: Ann Verheyen ann.verheyen@europeangreens.eu
Subject: Outcome EGP LGBT Network - ad hoc meeting at Lyon council

Date: 27 Nov 2015 15:45
To:

Dear all, 

hereby I would like to put small follow up of our meeting in Lyon in writing. 

1. Communication: i will take over EGP staff responsibility to coordinate our communication. In that terms, please let me know if you are 
not already on LGBT Net list so i can add you (and also which email you want to be connected to it). Further more we agreed to try to 
visualise more this topic through EGP external communication and here its my colleague Leigh Pisani, EGP Social media officer who is 
will work on this. After first post-Council euphory calm down we will sit, brainstorm and plan more on materials, printing, visuals and so 
on. 

2. Structure of work: we agreed to try to put more structure and thus more capacities in the Network, and stream process towards 
electing Coordinator(s) in LGBT Network meeting in Utrecht. To take note, that after Panu, new Committee member will be nominated as 
responsible for Network, and when this is done, we can also plan from our side how to stream the process towards Utrecht 

3. Greens at Prides: towards aim of strengthening presence of Greens at the prides, we agreed on establishing calendar and investing 
in Communication and support to Member parties to play more visible, stronger,etc role at the national, regional, european prides. Also 
we can provide visibility to the ones who are already active. In this sense we have to think about: 
- calendar (to be provided from MEP Ulrike Lunacek office)
- reports from Member parties (Network, EGP)
- branding and printing (point 1)
- presence (this can be updated after New Committee member is nominated)

3.1. So far proposal of doing something greater at Baltic pride: as regional pride, as not so easy region for LGBT but also Greens. (to be 
discussed inside of Committee on more systematic involvement, but as network we can for sure provide communication and visibility 
support). 

4. We talked about Skype that Panu and i had with Aimee from Greens of England and Wales, their co-ordinator of LGBTI Greens. To get 
in touch again and check plans for Conference. 

p.s.
if i missed someone who was at the meeting, please feel free to forward the email.

Thank you all for participation and contributions, 

Until soon, 

Vesna Jusup
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